Protect windows against mortar stains, stucco, over sprays, residue and more with the easy to apply Window Shield. Formulated never to leave a residue, this protective film is available in short, medium and long term protection, ranging from 45 days to 1 year. Start saving time and money on the job with this dependable window film.

**FEATURES**
- Self-adhering protective film for windows and glass
- Protects against over-sprays, mortar stains and stucco
- No more scraping and cleaning damage to the glass
- Saves time, labor and money

**APPLICATIONS**
- Construction
- Remodeling
- Tuck Pointing
- Drywall
- Painting
- Temporary Protection

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Thickness**
  - 1.5 mil nominal (short term)
  - 3.1 mil nominal (long term)
- **Film**
  - Polyethylene (short term),
  - PVC w/UV Inhibitor (long term)
- **Adhesive Type**
  - Water-based Acrylic
- **Adhesion Level**
  - 8.5 oz/in (short term), 48 oz/in (long term)
- **Tensile Strength**
  - 2-3000 psi (short term), 5100 psi (long term)
- **Temperature (Ideal)**
  - 70° F
- **Humidity (Ideal)**
  - 50%
- **Elongation**
  - 300-400% (short term), 260% (long term)
- **Chemical Name**
  - Acrylic PSA Tapes
- **Chemical Family**
  - Acrylic PSA Polyethylene Film
- **Chemical Formula**
  - Proprietary
- **Trade Name**
  - Window Shield
- **Material Use**
  - Surface Protection

**AVAILABLE SIZES**
- W2B12600 Blue 12in x 600ft (30-45 days, 2pk)
- W2B24250 Blue 24in x 250ft (30-45 days)
- W2B24600 Blue 24in x 600ft (30-45 days)
- W2C24600 Clear 24in x 600ft (30-45 days)
- W2C36250 Clear 36in x 250ft (30-45 days)
- W3C24600 Clear 24in x 600ft (90-180 days)
- W4B24330 Blue 24in x 330ft PVC Long term (6mns -1yr)
- W4B36330 Blue 36in x 330ft PVC Long term (6mns -1yr)

**INSTRUCTIONS**
Always test before use. Peel back edge of Window Shield and begin to unroll. Press down edge at beginning of area to be covered so Window Shield adheres. Continue rolling onto area, applying pressure and smoothing down the film while doing so. Carefully cut end with a sharp edge. When finished, fold edge of the film back against the roll to use at a later time. Removal: roll up Window Shield and discard.

**HANDLING AND STORAGE**
Store at room temperature and keep out of direct sunlight exposure. If Window Shield is stored in extreme conditions over 95° F or below 40° F allow product to return to room temperature prior to use.

**SAFETY**
SDS for Surface Shields® products available by request.

The information in this document was obtained from sources which we believe reliable. The information is provided without any warranty expressed or implied regarding its correctness. We do not assume responsibility for loss, damage or expense in any way connected with the handling, storage, use or disposal of the product.

© 2016 Surface Shields, Inc. All rights reserved. Product names & attributes trademark of Surface Shields, Inc. where applicable.
Window Shield Product Information / Instructions & Warranty/ Application

**Product Information and Limited Warranty**

**Please Read this Important Information on General Conditions for Application and Use of Window Shield™**

Before using, the purchaser and/or user must determine suitability of this product for the intended use and the purchaser and/or user assumes all risks and liabilities is connection therewith. To determine suitability, test Window Shield™ on a small portion of one window or glass surface. For applications intended to exceed a 10-day period, leave Window Shield™ in place for at least 10 days and then inspect the surface where the product was applied to ensure the product is suitable for your application. On applications intended for less than a 10-day period, test Window Shield prior to full application on one window or glass surface for the desired application length to determine suitability.

**CAUTION**

Failure to comply with the following instructions will void the warranty:

- Do not apply to any surface other than glass windows or glass surfaces
- Always apply Window Shield™ on a clean, dry surface only.
- Always test Window Shield™ on a small portion of one window or glass surface to determine suitability.
- For applications intended to exceed a 10-day period, a 10-day test is required for use prior to full application to determine suitability. On applications intended for less than a 10-day period, test Window Shield prior to full application on one window or glass surface for the desired application length to determine suitability.
- For temporary use only – remove or replace with new Window Shield™ on or before the completion of 30 days of application.
- If subjected to extreme weather conditions of temperatures exceeding 95° F or direct, intense sunlight for extended periods of time, it is recommended Window Shield™ film be inspected and replaced with new material more frequently and as needed.
- Please review product information, instructions, warranty and application info before use.

**Product Information**

Before applying Window Shield™, please carefully read the following important information:

Window Shield™ is for glass windows or glass surfaces, do not apply to any other surface or allow Window Shield™ to overlap beyond the window/glass area or onto hard surfaces such as wood, vinyl or aluminum. Use only on a completely dry surface. If subjected to extreme conditions of temperatures exceeding 95° F or direct, intense sunlight for extended periods of time, it is recommended Window Shield™ film be inspected and replaced with new material more frequently and as needed. Window Shield™ is for temporary protection up to 30 days, REMOVE ON 30TH DAY or sooner.

**Product Storage Guidelines**

For best performance, store at room temperature and out of direct sunlight exposure. If Window Shield™ is stored in extreme conditions (over 95° F or below 40° F), allow product to return to room temperature and always test before use. Not recommended for use after three months of purchase date.

**Limited Warranty**

Before using, the purchaser and/or user must determine suitability of this product for the intended user and the purchaser and/or user assumes all risks and liabilities in connection therewith. The sole obligation of the manufacturer, distributor and/or seller of this product shall be the replacement of the Window Shield™ product if notified of any product defect within three months of the date of purchase. Such quantity of the product deemed defective shall be replaced or the amount of the purchase refunded and there shall be no liability to injury, loss or damages, either direct or consequential, arising out of the use or inability to use this product. The company disclaims all oral warranties of any kind. This limited warranty offered in connection the with manufacture and sale of the product is exclusive and in lieu of any warranties expressed, implied or statutory, including without limitation any direct or implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular use. **In the event of a claim, failure to notify the manufacturer of the incident prior to any remedy or resolution, including during the claims process, voids the warranty and the manufacturer’s liability.** Window cleaning prior to notifying the manufacturer of a claim voids the warranty and any liability on the part of the manufacturer.
Easy Application Steps for Window Shield
Always complete a 10-day test if Window Shield™ is anticipated to be applied for over 10 days. On applications intended for less than a 10-day period, test Window Shield prior to full application on one window or glass surface for the desired application length to determine suitability. Only apply to window/glass surfaces. Peel back edge of Window Shield™ and unrollWindow Shield™ sticky-side down on window/glass surface. Continue rolling onto area, applying pressure and smoothing down the film while doing so. Carefully cut end with a sharp edge. Ensure that edges are secure so that water will be unable to seep in during use. Removal: Roll up Window Shield™ and discard.